SENSE AND PURPOSE
In no other area of art or creativity are
humans led beyond the pure activity
to a deepening of their self conception other than in ceramics. Gradually, the sense of elation at a creative
idea makes way for questions about
sense and purpose.

W

hen a work fulfils a purpose,
we say it has a sense. At first
we think our lives have a sense when they
lead to our personal happiness. The meaning of this intention demands our attention
at every decision and at every experience.
With regard to the meaning for the metaphysical whole, this is not so.
Even things with no purpose may have
a sense if the purpose consists in it being
fun to make them. In fine art, the question
of sense is to be answered differently than
in poetry and prose, or in the performing
arts. All of these provide aesthetic pleasure
because they offer the harmonious sight of
perfection. But a symbolic work in fine art
goes deeper and may have a meaning beyond aesthetic perception. Because ceramics works with clay and fire, it introduces
an increase in content meaning that is unknown in other artistic genres. The close relationship to nature bore the intention to tie
art to scientific knowledge. But this was too
much for the maker. The question of why is
still put far less frequently than how something is made. The acquisition of scientific
insights is a process of foliation whereby
one layer is superseded by another, but with
preceding layers still showing through.
A work becomes a work of art if it is
not just beautiful but it has something to
convey that provokes thought about the
problems of life. Art has the intention of
giving things a meaning nonverbally via a
metaphor, an allegory or a symbol.
After ceramics had been a craft for centuries with purpose as its sense, it became a
movement in art in 1952. This development
was logical because by this time, industry
could fulfil the purpose better. Industrial
production was socially superior because
it could satisfy demand more cheaply and
could make things accessible to a wider
section of society. In the said year 1952,
there was a summit meeting about the future course of ceramics between its leading
representatives in the West, Bernard Leach

and Peter Voulkos at Los Angeles County
Art Institute, later Otis College of Art and
Design. Leach wanted to guide it towards
a meditative path close to nature, following the Japanese model. Voulkos wanted
the precise opposite. For him, art in ceramics was something alien to nature, an individual means of expression like jazz, free
of constructive ideas, tradition, skilfulness
and knowledge. Easy going. That was the
way Abstract Expressionism saw it, the
movement that at that time predominated
in North American painting. Art began in
ceramics the American way corresponding
to the political, economic and artistic supremacy of the USA, which had taken in a
large number of leading artists from Nazi
Germany. The Clay Movement started out
as Abstract Expressionism. Peter (Panagiotos) Voulkos, himself a descendent of Greek
immigrants, provided evidence of his abstract art of expression with two hundred
bulky, boldly constructed “stacks", some
over two metres in height, which he fired
in an anagama. At the same time, Jackson
Pollock was painting pictures that were also
large scale and, in the dripping technique,
also easy going; they were without a centre
and without boundaries and can be seen as
metaphors for the contemporary age. And
Voulkos’s creative destructions of plates
and vases symbolised the breach with the
past. Suddenly, ceramics had a meaning
and was not merely an abstract figuration.
And so it continued: just like life forms that
had emerged from inanimate nature (“God’s
clay”), these forms had done so too. You ask
about the sense. You will not find it. This is
what Goethe had to say to Eckermann on 18
February 1829 on the subject: “The highest
which man can attain in these matters is
astonishment; if the primary phenomenon
causes this, let him be satisfied; more it
cannot bring; and he should forbear to seek
for anything further behind it: here is the
limit.” You must settle for this, to be astonished by infinite diversity, for everything is
different in appearance and interesting in
its own way. In an intellectually advanced
society with education, information, Wikipedia and knowledge management, the
second act of the creation, the second chapter of the Clay Movement, follows, where
is not about diversity. Now people are not
all different but those who remain eternally
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the same are gifted with intellectual powers that add up to truth and reality without
coming to an end.
Paul Soldner, Peter Voulkos’s pupil,
defined the new guidelines for action in
ceramicsas curiosity, risk-taking and the
courage to experiment. But as art it was
defined by being difficult to interpret or
ambiguous and suitable to intellectual interpretation, i.e. accessible to theory. What
had been applicable to painting since the
Renaissance and what Leonardo da Vinci
had fought for, that it be recognised as an
intellectual category, now applied to ceramics as the Clay Movement.

Craft, Design and Art
In cultural history, it can frequently be
observed that the emergence of something
new does not merely supersede what went
before but pushes it entirely aside so that
it only participates in economic, political
and cultural life to a very limited degree.
Its functional value is transformed into an
aesthetic one. One example is the candle
beside the light bulb, or the horse beside
the car. And in ceramics, the value of
craftsmanship is similarly enhanced; it has
to fulfil expectations that recall a tradition
of high standing. In the “community of
shared values”, craftsmanship is then considered as a responsibility for culture with
traditional values at the back of the mind.
At a fundamental level, in our culture, the
spirit of a further humanisation of society
has now become a traditional habit. For
the future, it can only be about what might
be a desirable element for the new generation, and if it is subjectively worthwhile
that it also fulfils the functional demands
of society.
Flexibility, autonomy of action and having control over one’s time are the features
of the desired self-determination. With this
description of a solitary lifestyle, it would
undoubtedly be subjectively desirable as a
counterbalance to the destructive force of
the industrial system. With being a loner
however, it is often overlooked that the
absence of any division of labour leads to
a smaller overall store of knowledge. This
implies that great demands are made of the
active individual to compensate for these
deficits. Culture would thereby benefit.
Design in the sense it is understood in

our culture as industrial design is governed
by outside forces such as business and
market research. It is not about what the
creator wished to express but the information for the market, that it is more worth
buying than the product of the competitor.
Stereotyping through industrial design is
not opposed to individuality. If individuality as a value in society is to be rescued by
society, the latter must be based on individuality. However, it is based on interests.
There is a sense to craft and design but
no intellectually intended meaning as described above in the context of art. The
Americans speak of being T-shaped as a
human ideal, which starting from broadlybased general knowledge goes into depth
through an emergent interest. “Shaped
like a T” is a simile. The comparative expression “like” denotes a fundamental
structure of thought, which is known as
“metaphorical creativity”. Anyone who has
experienced it will confirm that metaphors
really do have to do with creativity. Passing through a forest of comparisons, one
notices how they inspire one with ideas.
The Symbolists at the beginning of the
Modernist movement already realised the
power of metaphysical notions of the past
and the present for art. They were interested in originality. This led to representations know as the aesthetic of knowledge.
Art is a vehicle of meaning and meaning is
a vehicle of reflection, i.e. of scrutinizing,
comparative thought.

The Four Causes of Art
As logic is to thought, so causality is to
action. We are not accustomed to the word
causality. We tend to ask rather about the
cause of a certain effect. But that is only
one aspect of causality. Schopenhauer says
matter is causality through and through; its
existence is its effect. Aristotle defined four
causes that are so readily comprehensible
to us that they seem to have been coined
for ceramics:
- the material cause
(the properties of the material),
- the formal cause
(the requirements of form),
- the final cause
(“What should it look like?”) and
- the efficient cause
(“What is the sense, the meaning?”).

The four causes of art: the black and white material and formal causes and the colourful final and
efficient causes (appearance, sense and meaning).

These causes can be represented symbolically, as constant, parallel unchangeable
lines for the material cause, as a free interpretation of form, and as a flight of will
and emotion for the two intellectual causes.
Working creatively is an intellectual activity. We can make something that is beautiful and original. Beauty has a sense, and
in nature, a meaning. In art, beauty serves
to catch the eye. This is what happens at an
exhibition or in an art gallery. The discreet
concealment of meaning is usually only explained to most people by the guide.
In the world of things, according to
John Dewy, mutability, initiative, innovation, abandonment of routine, experiment
are expressions of true striving. So everything that we hold to be typical of the
present was already formulated a hundred
years ago, or has been lived at a much earlier stage. In this way the world has always
lived on a forward path from generation to
generation. This means that innovation and
changing the world are already laid down
in human nature. Mobility in the inner nature of humankind, its unceasing state of
becoming, is its life.
And the sense of life? You give a sense
to your life yourself; or at best, a meaning.
And the sense of history? We do not find a
goal filled with values towards which eve-

rything strives. We do not find this kind of
sense but we do find a meaning in it inasmuch as we draw conclusions from the
past for the present. Nietzsche, who was
no shrinking violet in his views, called for
“the power of using the past for living and
making history again out of what has happened.”
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